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Bob “Doc” Wollkind

Thank you for all of your help in school.

Mike Dores

Adriana Hackett

Thank you to an amazing educator who really makes a
difference!

The Nicklas Family

Alex Boianghu

Mr. B was a great guide during the year. He really, truly
deserves this award. Thank you, Mr. B!

Grace Alvarez

Amanda CianinniCaparosa

She gives positive support and efforts in everything she
does. She never forgets the importance of being a friend.

Nick Anaya

Amy D'Orio

Thanks for teaching me how to plant my own
watermelons and for sharing your botanical knowledge
with my WMS peers.

Sam & Ethan D'Orio

Amy Ferrarie

In appreciation for the tremendous amount of time and
effort volunteered to provide bi-weekly coaching sessions
to WMS Spelling Bee participants!

WMS PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Amy Treadwell

You're a special teacher that values each child's differences.

James Kavanaugh

Andrew Hill

Mr. Hill has superior teaching skills and goes the 'extra
mile'. His efforts have helped me in reaching my potential.

Nick Anaya

Anna Bonapace

Rachel found guidance, friendship, discipline and love in
Ms. Bonapace.

Xue Li

Anthony Alessio

Mr. Alessio is a teacher who leads by example and inspires
his students in many ways.

The Gilligan Family

Barbara Crocitto

Thank you for your dedication to children and working
"in the trenches" to change the life of our child.

Melanie Quinn

Barbara Crocitto

Thank you for believing in our child. Thank you for your
dedication. He was lucky to have you!

The Connolly Family

Barry Huber

For David, Kevin & Summer, all of whom he helped
develop a love of science and treated as the individuals they
are.

Judith Pennington

Bill Diamantis

In appreciation of your time, effort and interest in
administering the 2008-2009 WMS Geography Bee
which included many educational after-school gatherings
for all geography-interested students.

WMS PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Bob Drysdale

We admire your dedication to youth sports in Brookfield.
You give countless hours to the kids and lead them in a fun,
positive way.

The Joshi Family

Bob Wollkind

Thank you for your high standards for all your students,
especially Kevin.

Judith Pennington
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Brenda Johnson

Assistant teachers are so important in helping the classroom
run smoothly. Mrs. Johnson is wonderful with the children.

The Tino Family

Brenna Sullivan

Thank you for exceptional professionalism and concern for
the needs of every child.

Michael Quinn

Brian Reiff

Thank you so much, Brian, for coaching our children and
helping them become the best they can be!

The Magin Family

Bridget Kahn

Thank you!

Andrew Dineen

Cara Abraham

Thank you for igniting in both David and Kevin a sense of
inquiry about the world.

Judith Pennington

Carol Smyth

You were our introduction to the Brookfield school
system. How lucky we were! You will forever hold a special
place in our hearts.

The Joshi Family

Celeste Darling

Thank you for on-going love and support everyday.

Melanie Quinn

Coach Ed Butt

Thank you for your unwavering dedication to all the
runners, every year, in every way.

Judith Pennington

Cynthia Hathaway

In appreciation for your initiative as well as your time and
effort to provide interested HHES students the
opportunity to increase their digital photography
knowledge while exploring additional creative talents of
their own! Go Cynthia!

HHES PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

David Willinski

Thank you for inspiring me to make a difference in the
world.

Meghan Letizia

Deane Renda

Deane has a wonderful way of leading Whisconier and
promoting a solid sense of community. I often see Deane
at the after school and evening programs, always greeting
students and parents. Thanks for a great year.

The Reich Family

Debra Marsicano

Thank you for your careful nurturing of my daughter,
Summer, in her love of the world around her.

Judith Pennington

Debra Marsicano

You have amazing energy and enthusiasm. Thank you for
truly sharing your love of science with your students.

The Lennon Family

Dennis Petrino

Mr. Petrino is the best teacher!

Branden Felmer

Dennis Petrino

You are a great teacher who has humor, is fair, but tough!

Kayla Kavanaugh

Dennis Petrino

In appreciation of your time, effort and "debate"
knowledge. Your willingness to oversee a Debate Club at
WMS has exposed many students to a new area of
potential interest which can provide valuable life-long
skills!

WMS PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee
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Diane Nason

For going above and beyond expectations and having an
enormous amount of patience.

The DeCosta Family

Diane Nason

Thank you, Ms. Nason, for all you do every day for your
students!

Genevieve Innes & Burton
Peretti

Donna Mirabilio

In appreciation of your support and involvement with the
WMS Spelling Bee.

Doreen Dupill

I love Mrs. Dupill because she is a great teacher - she is
super smart!

WMS PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee
Joseph Bednarik

Doreen Dupill

Thank you Mrs. Dupill for your care and love to Andrew.
He loves kindergarten.

Di Song

Dottie Miles

In appreciation of organizing and running the Hand-inHand reading program at HHES. This special program
allowed many HHES students to improve their reading
skills. Go Dottie!

HHES PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Eileen Farrell

Thanks for making Humanities my favorite
subject…you're a great teacher (and artist)!

Verity Sturm

Elisa Larson

You will always be cool!

Samantha & Alexa Engler

Greg Gubitosi

Thank you for teaching the children what they really need
to know about America and keeping it interesting and
timely.

Judith Pennington

Jared Sheikh

Thanks for being such a great coach!

Josh Dores

Jean Hirschauer

We are so fortunate to have Jean running the after-school
program. She is wonderful!

The Siegel Family

Jean Hirschauer

You prepared us for our first "real" year of school…you got
us springing into kindergarten.

Smantha & Alexa Engler

Jean Llewellyn

Your hard work and dedication is an example of what a
teacher should be. Congratulations!

The Costello Family

Jean Llewellyn

For a wonderful and dedicated teacher!

The DeCosta Family

Jean Llewellyn

Thank you for being a great teacher and inspiring me to try
my hardest.

Meghan Letizia

Jeff Sidebotham

Special thanks for years of patient service to and from
Bonny Road.

Melanie Quinn

Jen Ryan

Thank you. Your efforts make Andrew's kindergarten life
easy and happy.

Di Song
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Jen Tomaino

In appreciation for the development of Huck's Paw Patch
at HHES. Your initiative, time and effort devoted to this
special garden has provided many HHES students with a
deeper understanding and appreciation of the benefits and
pleasures of gardening. Go Jen!

HHES PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Jen Tomaino

In appreciation for educating all HHES students (as well as
many parents and teachers) on the "how-to" of composting
as well as the many benefits it can provide! A true win-win
situation! Thank you!

HHES PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Jessica Rogers

Thank you for all you do for our family. Thank you for
starting my daughter's day with a smile.

The Connolly Family

John Fabbri

With his steady, gentle nature, John Fabbri is able to
inspire every child in his classroom to be the best student
possible.

The Berner Family

John Fabbri

Thank you for being such an excellent teacher - your
calming manner allowed Holly to overcome her fear of the
CMT's and really learn a lot this year.

Jen Tomaino

John Fabbri

Thanks for a wonderful year!

Andrew Dell

John Geason

Thank you!

Josh Dores

John LaMendola

Thank you for all the extra time, energy, and good times!

Annie Smith

John Wekerle

Thank you!

Andrew Dineen

Joy Greenstein

Thank you for making learning so much fun!

Elisa Sofia Eddy

Julie Schiethe

Thank you for inspiring me to be the best I can be!

Jacquelyn Letizia

Julie Vaughan

Mrs. Vaughan is the best teacher I ever had. She really
works hard with me to become a great reader.

Olivia Martin

Kathie Delinsky

Thank you for all the wonderful things you do. You are the
best!

Jeff & Lucy Smith

Kathy Sudol

An extraordinary educator that gives to the whole student's
capabilities.

Ruthanne & Sarah Freitag

Kim Hammer

Thank you for your outstanding, impeccable effort on
striving to teach our children all that they can do and be.

Stacey Bencivengo

Krissy Nowak

You are special because you are a fun and caring bus driver.

Gabby Carlson

Kristen Joshi

In appreciation of your time and effort initiating the
HHES Keyboarding program. This special instructional
program has allowed many HHES students to improve
their keyboarding skills. Go Kristen!

HHES PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee
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Laurie Stubbs

She's such a special teacher and one of the nicest people I
know!

Alex DeStefano

Laurie Stubbs

You helped me get through kindergarten.

Alexa Engler

Lexi Engler

Thank you so much for supporting me with everything I
do. I love you.

Samantha Engler

Linda Bertozzi

Thank you for inspiring Summer in her writing.

Judith Pennington

Linda Lanchak

In recognition of your amazing knack for inspiring our
child to learn and grow in his confidence. Thank you!

The Joshi Family

Linda Lanchak

Thank you for making my learning experience this year so
memorable.

Emily Carrizzo

Lisa Bonavita

To a teacher who has great care and concern for her
students while maintaining high standards at BHS.

The Gilligan Family

Lucy Sullivan

Thanks for being a fabulous newspaper advisor.

Verity Sturm

Lynn Orzolek

She provides dynamic, creative, energetic, sensitive,
effective, enthusiastic, and entertaining leadership skills in
service as a great elementary school teacher!

R. Bryan Fitzgerald

Lynn Orzolek

Your kindness and pride in the students gives Holly the
confidence to do things she wouldn't usually do!

the Tomaino Family

Manidipa Mukherjee

Thank you!

Josh Dores

Marcia Bartow

You prepared me for 5th grade and life!

Samantha Engler

Marcia Bartow

Mrs. Bartow was, by far, my favorite teacher. Her positive
influence still helps me be the best I can be.

Katharine Dixon

Marguerite Chayka

Thank you for all of your help in school.

Mike Dores

Marisol Troche

Thanks for your kindness and all that you've taught me!

Andrew Sturm

Mark Vaghi

For David, Kevin & Summer, all of whom he helped
develop a love of science and treated as the individuals they
are.

Judith Pennington

Mary Polino-Testone

Thank you for years of service to the Quinn family and
children in the Brookfield schools.

The Quinn Family

Meg McLoone

Thanks for your Greenhouse Gang help, your always
positive attitude and for bringing Colin along every week.

Sam & Ethan D'Orio

Melissa Atkinson Parks

Thank you for helping people get up when they fall down.

The Titus Family

Melissa Manley

Thank you for working hard to find a place for all children
in the school community.

The Quinn Family
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Meredith McGlynn

For going above and beyond the call to teach Brookfield's
kids to be good stewards of the environment!

Jen Tomaino

Michelle Broad

Miss Broad was amazing during Mrs. Zezza's absence. She
created such a smooth transition. My son Jake will miss
her.

The Shecora Family

Michelle Broad

Thank you for teaching us during Mrs. Zezza's absence.
We loved school store and learning to do research projects.

Karli Queenan, Emma
Hasselmann & Courtney Spero

Mick Consalvo

We admire your dedication to youth sports in Brookfield.
You give countless hours to the kids and lead them in a fun,
positive way.

The Joshi Family

Mike Zandri

Thanks for helping me achieve my goal of being a black
belt.

Andrew Sturm

Mike Zandri & Staff

Thank you for working to build character in children and
commitment to the Brookfield school community.

Michael Quinn

Miss Jessie

Jessie is a great, caring bus driver. She loves the children.

Tye Sylvia

Miss Joanne

You are appreciated for all you do!

The Wolk Family

Ms. Michelle

You always help us know what to do.

Carissa Titus

Nancy Hayes

She's happy, funny, and she gives us books!! A very special
teacher to me!

Olivia DeStefano

Nancy Hayes

Mrs. Hayes is a great teacher - she is very nice and a little
silly too!

Julia Bednarik

Norma Plue

Mrs. Plue really helped me understand and take advantage
of my writing talent. She inspired my love of writing.

Joe Dixon

Olivia Quinsland

Thank you for giving all of her children a great start on the
love of learning.

Judith Pennington

Olivia Quinsland

Thank you for encouraging all of the children in your class
to do their very best!

Laurie Villanueva

Pam Carlson

If Pam was just the safest, most punctual bus driver in
town, that would be great. That she is also the friendliest
makes it even easier to put Sam & Ethan on her bus every
day, year after year.

The D'Orio Family

Peg Kaswer

Thank you for everything we did in Hand-in-Hand. I really
enjoyed our time together!

Sierra Metviner

Peter Kalichman

He has inspired our student to work hard and succeed in
his goals at BHS.

The Gilligan Family

Peter Zguzenski

He creatively communicated to all his students his love of
science.

Judith Pennington
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Richard Hunyadi

You're an outstanding teacher. You took the time to get to
know my child and it made all the difference.

Eileen Costello

Rosa Hopcroft

In appreciation of your initiative and perseverance in
initiating a Hand-in-Hand Math program at HHES. This
specialized math program will provide many HHES
students with an opportunity to improve their math skills.
Go Rosa!

HHES PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Sara Laughlin

We appreciate your dedication. Thank you for providing
the tools for our son in becoming a successful student.

The Leicht Family

Sarah Settanni

For going above and beyond the call to teach Brookfield's
kids to be good stewards of the environment!

Jen Tomaino

Sarah Settanni

In appreciation for educating all HHES students (as well as
many parents and teachers) on the "how-to" of composting
as well as the many benefits it can provide! A true win-win
situation! Thank you!

HHES PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Scott Droukas

We admire your dedication to youth sports in Brookfield.
You give countless hours to the kids and lead them in a fun,
positive way.

The Joshi Family

Sharon Beitel

You helped me overcome bullying!

Alexa Engler

Sharon Santi

We can't imagine anyone better suited to be the Center
School librarian than Mrs. Santi with her many years of
experience and calm, motherly personality.

The Berner Family

Shawn Knapp

Mrs. Knapp has inspired Mario to do great in Kindergarten
this year. Thank you for teaching me how to read!

Mario Tomaino

Stephania Naiman

In honor of a teacher for going beyond the four walls of a
classroom and making a difference!

Victor, Alaina & Madison Katz

Stephania Naiman

Thanks for helping me change from a caterpillar into a
butterfly.

Samantha & Alexa Engler

Sue Crean

You are my favorite teacher - 2008/2009!

Samantha Engler

Susan Smith

Thank you!

Andrew Dineen

Teri Chiafari

Thank you!

Akshay Soni

Teri Chiafari

You are an extraordinary teaching assistant. You are
amazing with the students and makes everyone feel
welcome in the classroom.

The Shecora Family

Thelma Whelan

Thank you for the thoughtfulness and caring for all of the
children on your bus!!

Laurie Villanueva

Toni Sullivan

You are a great teacher and a wonderful singer.

Carissa Titus
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Toni Sullivan

Mrs. Sullivan was the best teacher I've ever had. She helped
me in every way possible, with a positive influence.

Danny Dixon

Tonia Laemmerhirt

Tonia promotes an enriching and fun environment for her
students. She is open to parent participation and
celebration. Thanks for a great year!

The Reich Family

Tony Corden

In appreciation of your willingness and effort to administer
WMS' first year participation in National Geographic's
Geography Bee during the 2007-2008 school year.

WMS PTO Educational
Enrichment & Enhancement
Committee

Tyler Sheikh

Thanks for being such a great coach!

Josh Dores

Nancy Power

Thank you for teaching me how to write awesome
expository essays. You've been a great literacy teacher this
year.

Justin Leslie

Linda Bertozzi

Thank you for teaching me to always study my notes and
to have a big smile in class. Science rocks, and so do you!

Justin Leslie

Barbara Nanassy

Thank you for teaching me all the "rad" ways to add,
subract, multiply and divide. I love math, thanks to you!

Justin Leslie

Nancy Rodriguez

Thank you for teaching me all the important things in
American history. I am glad you are back at school!

Justin Leslie

Heather Clifford

Thank you for teaching me 4th grade! I've had a great year.
Enjoy your new baby!

Brendan Leslie

Lucy LaPointe

Thank you for challenging me in my math skills. I loved
creating a company this year!

Brendan Leslie

Margaret Fitzgerald

Thanks for showing me how to play the trumpet. I love
being part of the 4th grade band!

Brendan Leslie

Lynn Orzolek

Thanks for showing me how to play the trumpet. I love
being part of the 4th grade band!

Brendan Leslie

Laurie Lazorchak

Thanks for heading up the 4th grade play! I loved being Bill
Woodcutter!

Brendan Leslie

Maureen Fitzpatrick

Thanks for being a cool librarian and for helping my mom
organize the author visits!

Brendan Leslie

Julie Vaughan

Thank you for being my first grade teacher. You helped me
become a good writer!

Julia Leslie

Lorna Bufkin

I love reading now, thanks to you! I am so happy I got
better at reading!

Julia Leslie

Tammy Ellis

Thank you for teaching me how to be a better reader! I
rock at reading now!

Julia Leslie
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Lisa Fearon

Thanks for being a great art teacher! Thanks for helping my
mom organize the Earth Day Art Contest!

Julia Leslie

Sharon Santi

Thanks for being a great librarian! Thanks for helping my
mom organize the author visits at Center School!

Julia Leslie

Carol Schaab

Thanks for making 2nd grade my best year yet!

Carly Wallin

Joan Oppenheimer

Thank you!

The Kappel Family
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